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Seekers into the Mystery 2017-01-18
lucas hart a struggling screenwriter is tortured by his addictions and
inner demons in his dreams he recovers repressed memories of
childhood abuse along with his extraordinary method of coping astral
projection lucas once again engages in out of body experiences this time
with angels aliens and otherworldly beings in hopes of finding the
magician whose grace can transform the human race a thrilling tale of
unknown dangers and spiritual rebirth seekers into the mystery takes
readers on an unforgettable journey toward salvation this deluxe dover
edition presents the first ever compilation of the entire series of fifteen
comic books originally published by dc comics vertigo imprint created by
eisner award winning writer j m dematteis the series features stunning
graphics by an all star cast of comics legends jon j muth glenn barr
michael zulli and jill thompson in addition to a new introduction by j m
dematteis the compilation includes cover art by barr muth zulli and john
bolton along with character sketches by glenn barr suggested for mature
readers

My War 2015-10-20
this graphic novel s images speak louder than words in relating a soldier
s wwi experiences the dramatic narrative by a hungarian veteran
portrays the tragedy of wartime life on the battlefield and on the
homefront

The BOZZ Chronicles 2015-09-16
this dover edition first published in 2015 is a republication of the 6 issue
mini series the bozz chronicles published by the epic imprint of marvel
comics in 1985 and 1986 title page verso

DRACULA (Dover Graphic Novel Classics)
2014-11-19
this abridged easy to read and illustrated version of the granddaddy of all
the modern vampire stories offers a gripping journey into the past
recounting a victorian era struggle against an ancient form of evil
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Georgie 2016-10-20
the joyful arrival of a longed for baby is followed by overwhelming losses
but a loyal dog makes happiness possible again this moving and
profound graphic novel by r o blechman treats its solemn subject with
humor simplicity and warm humanity maurice sendak characterized the
tale as fierce passionate little pictures that pack a punch only blechman
seems capable of delivering and jules feiffer observed that long time fans
are well aware of blechman s elegant cartoon poetry but in georgie his
quiet measured pace moves the reader onto darker terrain presented in
a sweet and tragic man and dog story that calls for a second reading and
perhaps more in praise of r o blechman the jewel like mind and eye of
this rare artist persuade me that all is not lost in bookland maurice
sendak a great graphic novelist very avant la lettre art spiegelman in a
class by himself the new york times boldly original edward sorel a
trailblazer jules feiffer

Last of the Dragons 2015-12-16
when a sect of deranged japanese monks begin training peaceful
dragons to kill in northern california only an aging samurai and a half
american ninja stand in their way an awe inspiring and gloriously
illustrated tale suggested for mature readers

SHERLOCK HOLMES The Hound of the
Baskervilles (Dover Graphic Novel Classics)
2014-11-19
provides a graphic novel adaptation of the classic in which sherlock
holmes sets out to discover the reason behind the strange murders at
baskerville hall

FRANKENSTEIN (Dover Graphic Novel
Classics) 2014-11-19
generations of readers have thrilled to the story of a young doctor who
dared to play god this graphic novel offers an accessible version of mary
shelley s classic of gothic horror
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Private Beach 2016-07-20
everyday life takes on touches of the bizarre in these tales of sexy and
cynical trudy honeyvan and her circle of twenty something friends back
cover

ATTU 2016-08-17
a caveman finds adventure among giant tigers dinosaurs and visitors
from another planet in this magical slice of old fashioned comics fun
rendered in stark black and white the saga combines prehistory super
science and time travel

Border Worlds 2017-08-15
with nothing left to lose jenny woodlore joins her brother s ramshackle
trucking business on chrysalis a huge floating platform on the edge of the
galaxy only to find herself in the middle of a cosmic conflict that could
change the very fabric of the universe

A Sailor's Story 2015-04-15
an unabridged republication of the following works originally published by
marvel comics new york a sailor s story 1987 and a sailor s story book
two winds dreams and dragons 1989 title page verso

World Without End 2016-12-14
everything comics have the potential to achieve it still leaves me in awe
black gate magazine millions of years in the future a new world emerges
a world made of living flesh surrounded by acidic seas rotten at the
edges awash in gangrene swamps and bristling with mountains of bone
the planet s simmering core houses the stark city of bedlam where an all
male race suppresses every manifestation of femininity in this
magnificently illustrated dreamscape of brutality and eroticism a
mysterious female presence called rumour arises to challenge super
commando brother bones in a deadly war between the sexes world
without end offers a compelling blend of science fiction allegory and
fantasy adventure author jamie delano s unique vision of a strange
immersive world is perfectly complemented by john higgins s stunning
illustrations the epic tale was originally published by dc comics as a six
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part series this edition is its first single volume publication suggested for
mature readers

Worry Doll 2016-07-20
traveling dolls find their hosts murdered and embark upon a nightmarish
road trip in this inspired piece of gothic noir an amazing piece of work
david lloyd v for vendetta kickback suggested for mature readers

Fires & Murmer 2017-02-15
displays the artistry of european comics at their very best publishers
weekly created by eisner award winning artist lorenzo mattotti fires
sweeps readers off into a hypnotic haunting fantasy centered on a
mysterious island where the hills are constantly ablaze a series of vessels
have inexplicably disappeared from the vicinity so the battleship anselm
ii is dispatched to investigate when the expedition s leader lieutenant
absinthe comes ashore his encounter with the burning island s bizarre
residents results in a form of psychic possession that leads to mayhem
madness and murder mattotti s vivid illustrations rendered with the
depth and richness of paintings propel the eye through a brooding
brilliantly colored atmosphere of mesmerizing imagery a second tale by
mattotti co written with jerry kramsky offers another fantastic voyage
murmur traces an amnesiac s quest across phantasmagoric landscapes
to recover his identity an enigmatic journey in which fear and confusion
are resolved by arcane magic rituals this handsome hardcover edition
marks the first publication of fires and murmur in a single volume both
stories were originally published in french this dover edition features the
1988 english translation of feux fires and the 1993 english translation of
murmure murmur suggested for mature readers

The Puma Blues 2015-11-18
originally published in the 1980s as comic books these interrelated
stories visualize life at the turn of the 21st century when a lone
government agent investigates the truth behind environmental
degradation hardcover edition with new ending and more bonus material
suggested for mature readers
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Vertigo 2009-01-01
in this moving graphic novel without words one of the finest artists of the
20th century uses 230 intricately detailed woodcuts to tell a dramatic
tale of the great depression a young girl who longs to be an
accomplished violinist and a boy who hopes to become a builder find
their dreams shattered by desperate economic times

Billy Budd, KGB 2016-09-21
vivid and sensitive publishers weekly inspired by herman melville s
novella this graphic novel recounts a gifted and naïve young man s
recruitment by the soviet secret service and his adventures in new york
city as a spy the tale begins in the aftermath of world war ii when a
ukrainian orphan with remarkable psychic powers is selected and trained
by the kgb two decades later he arrives in the united states to lead a
double life operating under the name billy budd he conducts espionage
while working with a construction crew that builds skyscrapers billy s
rescue of a co worker and the resulting friendship lead the agent in the
direction of a spiritual existence a previously unimaginable possibility but
can billy escape his soviet masters this edition features a new english
translation by author jerome charyn who previously collaborated with
illustrator françois boucq on the acclaimed graphic novel the magician s
wife an introduction by paul pope author and illustrator of batman year
100 provides additional insights into this cold war thriller suggested for
mature readers

The Juggler of Our Lady 2015-10-21
this 1952 retelling of a medieval legend by famed illustrator r o blechman
was a predecessor to the modern graphic novel foreword by jules feiffer
introduction by maurice sendak

Wandering Star 2016-06-20
wandering star is a beautiful story written years before its time space
epics were not in vogue when teri wood wrote and drew this story she
didn t do it for fame or money she did it for love and she crafted her story
without the influence of today s trendy tropes that s the perfect
combination for timeless fiction since its completion wandering star has
sat squarely in the company of the most beloved works of fiction waiting
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for its time thanks to this omnibus the time is now terry moore simply
one of the best sci fi comics ever written overstreet s fan magazine this
much praised space drama follows the far flung adventures of casandra
daughter of the president of the united nations of earth and the first
terran accepted into the galactic academy casandra discovers to her woe
that earth isn t the most popular of planets and joins the outcasts
working on wandering star the galactic alliance s prototypical spaceship
when the bono kiro the alliance s longtime enemy makes a sudden
reappearance casandra and her misfit crew just might turn out to be the
galaxy s last hope sure to delight the legions of fans of the series this
beautiful hardcover edition collects all 21 of the original comics for the
first time wood s science fiction series shows her clear vision of story and
character and excellent ability to delineate both comics buyers guide
good science fiction turns on a compelling what if in this case it s what if
the earth wasn t the center of the civilized universe comics worth reading
no one should be allowed to write a first book this good a cross between
anne mccaffrey and jim starlin humanistic yet still plot oriented cold cut
distribution potent powerful uplifting and painfully realistic this is a war
story that deals with consequences rather than as simple victories and
defeats now read this

The City 2006-01-01
this graphic novel by an expressionist master offers a stunning depiction
of urban europe between the world wars first published in germany in
1925 it presents 100 woodcuts of remarkable force and beauty that
depict scenes of work and leisure wealth and deprivation and joy and
loneliness

狂人の太鼓 2002-10
奴隷商人の父親がアフリカから持ち帰った太鼓は 一家に何をもたらしたのか 父の教えを守り 書物に埋もれた学究生活を続ける男とその
家族を次々に見舞う恐るべき死と災厄 グロテスクな想像力にあふれた120枚の木版画で語られるこの 小説 には 文字が一切存在しな
い 読者は絵を1枚ずつ丹念に読み解くことによって 知 に憑かれた主人公に下された過酷な運命を ひとつひとつ辿っていくことになる
強烈な明暗対比と鋭い描線で読書界に衝撃を与えた特異な天才画家ウォードの 文字のない小説

Mercy 2015-06-17
this dover edition 2015 is an unabridged republication of the work
originally published by dc comics new york in 1993 colophon
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White Collar 2016-09-21
the struggles and injustices faced by workers during the great depression
spring to graphic life in this powerful wordless novel which traces a
middle class family s downward spiral recounted in 128 black and white
linocuts by artist giacomo patri white collar remained largely
undiscovered for decades because of its controversial depictions of class
struggle unionization and abortion patri was forced to print his
masterwork privately in limited quantities this magnificent first ever
hardcover version is lovingly reproduced from a self published edition
suggested for adult readers

Prelude to a Million Years & Song Without
Words 2010-01-01
one of the twentieth century s finest engravers lynd ward created
remarkable woodcuts that resonate in both the heart and the imagination
his dramatic images present complete self contained narratives in both
of these wordless tales prelude to a million years unfolds against the
backdrop of the great depression portraying in thirty illustrations a
sculptor s struggles in an industrial society song without words explores
one woman s emotional journey through pregnancy and childbirth in a
series of twenty one images described by the author as a kind of prose
poem ward s memorable works have been honored with such prestigious
awards as the library of congress award the national academy of design
print award the new york times best illustrated award the caldecott
medal and the regina award an introduction by woodcut historian david a
beronä places these stories within the context of ward s career and the
graphic arts world of the 1930s

Paleo 2016-01-18
this original collection includes the six original and two new issues of
paleo tales of the late cretaceous plus a selection of three new tales
inked by lawson and written by stephen r bissette saga of the swamp
thing

Destiny 2013-01-17
this wordless graphic novel tells its socially charged story through 188
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stark arresting images open to endless interpretations the tragic often
violent story of a young girl unfolds through 17 chapters

Blackjack 2015-07-15
a tale of blood and vengeance this graphic novel stars arron day alias
blackjack an african american soldier of fortune blackjack returns to his
boyhood home in cairo joining forces with martial arts expert maryam
and mercenaries bo and red to seek long overdue revenge on a
charismatic bedouin warlord known as the cobra includes new cover art
by scott hanna a new foreword by joe illidge batman no man s land and a
new afterword by award winning inker david colley

Through the Habitrails 2016-03-15
a magnificent piece of work dave sim this collection of darkly humorous
tales chronicles a nameless protagonist s struggle with a stultifying
routine of office drudgery the stories kafkaesque vignettes portrayed in
striking black and white drawings offer eerie perspectives on the rigors of
everyday life author jeff nicholson is best known as the creator of ultra
klutz lost laughter father son and colonia praised by comics artist and
publisher stephen r bissette as one of the seminal graphic novels of the
1990s through the habitrails features semi autobiographical vignettes
that include futile love the doomed one the infiltrator the dark spiral the
gerbil king and the escape trilogy one part of which was a 1993 eisner
award nominee exclusive bonus material contains a new epilogue written
and illustrated by the author and a new foreword by multiple eisner
award winner matt fraction

Lightrunner 2017-01-18
the falsely accused son of a legendary hero uncovers a plot of cosmic
proportions in this rollicking space opera a richly visualized tale of action
adventure and intrigue a fascinating job ray bradbury

Civil War Adventure 2015-05-20
ten exciting tales in graphic novel format recapture episodes from both
sides of the civil war readers of all ages will thrill to accurate depictions
of military and civilian life
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Night and the Enemy 2015-11-18
five stories by master speculative fiction author harlan ellison adapted to
graphic novel format and fully painted in full color by illustrator ken
steacy out of print since 1987 the tales recount mankind s war with an
alien race suggested for mature readers

Umbra 2017-02-15
amid iceland s dramatic volcanic landscapes forensic scientist askja
thorasdottir is investigating a mystery involving the skeleton of a
neanderthal who appears to have been killed by a cold war era soviet
bullet before long someone s trying to tell askja something and someone
else is trying to kill her originally published as a three issue limited series
by image comics in 2007 and nominated for two harvey awards this new
incarnation of umbra includes all the original issues as well as a director s
cut of the ending the brand new never before seen conclusion intended
by the creators suggested for mature readers

Civil War Adventure: Book Two 2016-11-16
strategize with young general george custer as he matches wits with the
confederate commander known as the gray ghost ride with general
jackson and the stonewall brigade into enemy territory and join a newly
formed regiment of african american soldiers as they assemble for their
first battle this captivating graphic novel recounts these and five other
explosive tales of courage and sacrifice the second in a series portraying
episodes from america s civil war this volume presents historical figures
and fictional characters in meticulously researched scenarios based on
official war records letters and diaries this new edition features a special
bonus a previously unpublished story by the book s original creators
formerly available only in an extremely limited edition civil war adventure
combines the talents of eisner nominated author chuck dixon the writer
of such popular series as batman and green arrow and artist gary
kwapisz best known for his illustrations for marvel comics the savage
sword of conan

The Magician's Wife 2015-10-21
this surreal epic centers on the mysterious rita wife of a philandering
magician and her struggles with terrifying demons both real and
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imaginary winner of the prix alfred angoulême and the grand prix sierre
suggested for mature readers

Little Tulip 2016-12-14
a serial killer haunts the city streets a stalker of isolated women who
leaves a santa claus hat at the scene of his crimes pavel a russian émigré
assists the police investigation as a sketch artist but pavel s true calling
is as a tattoo artist and the so called bad santa killings conjure up
memories of the nightmarish world in which he learned his craft a russian
prison camp that shattered his childhood and destroyed his family
shifting between the living hell of a 1940s siberian gulag and the crime
ridden chaos of new york city during the 1970s this graphic novel s
stunning artwork provides an atmospheric backdrop to its tale of
corruption murder and revenge author jerome charyn was acclaimed by
the new york review of books as a fearless writer brave and brazen this
edition of little tulip which was originally published in french features
charyn s new english translation award winning illustrator françois boucq
also collaborated with charyn on the acclaimed graphic novels the
magician s wife and billy budd kgb suggested for mature readers

Graphic Novels 2017-05-30
covering genres from adventure and fantasy to horror science fiction and
superheroes this guide maps the vast terrain of graphic novels describing
and organizing titles to help librarians balance their graphic novel
collections and direct patrons to read alikes new subgenres new authors
new artists and new titles appear daily in the comic book and manga
world joining thousands of existing titles some of which are very popular
and well known to the enthusiastic readers of books in this genre how do
you determine which graphic novels to purchase and which to
recommend to teen and adult readers this updated guide is intended to
help you start update or maintain a graphic novel collection and advise
readers about the genre containing mostly new information as compared
to the previous edition the book covers iconic super hero comics and
other classic and contemporary crime fighter based comics action and
adventure comics including prehistoric heroic explorer and far east
adventure as well as western adventure science fiction titles that
encompass space opera fantasy aliens post apocalyptic themes and
comics with storylines revolving around computers robots and artificial
intelligence there are also chapters dedicated to fantasy titles horror
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titles such as comics about vampires werewolves monsters ghosts and
the occult crime and mystery titles regarding detectives police officers
junior sleuths and true crime comics on contemporary life covering
romance coming of age stories sports and social and political issues
humorous titles and various nonfiction graphic novels

U.S.S. Stevens 2016-07-20
uss stevens is both an excellent graphic narrative and an important
record of an american warship s service in the pacific campaign of world
war two it also serves as a fine tribute to the young sailors of the us navy
who faced the forces of imperial japan in battle after battle enduring
countless hardships on the long journey to victory mr glanzman has my
admiration respect and profound gratitude garth ennis eisner award
winning writer of preacher and the punisher hellblazer judge dredd and
hitman legendary golden age artist sam glanzman set many of his tales
aboard the uss stevens the actual world war ii destroyer on which he
served this full color hardcover treasury collects every single stevens tale
he ever published more than 60 short adventures from our army at war g
i combat and other 1970s dc war comics as well as longer pieces from
marvel s 1986 revival of savage tales magazine and the more recent joe
kubert presents plus this outstanding collection also includes the final
four page story about the warship newly written and illustrated by
glanzman himself exclusive bonus material new four page u s s stevens
story by sam glanzman letters from president barack obama and
president george h w bush extended footnotes and story annotations by
jon b cooke sam glanzman s war diary 1 4 first appearance of the u s s
stevens in a comic book new foreword by ivan brandon new introduction
by jon b cooke new afterword by allan asherman

The Sun, The Idea & Story Without Words
2012-11-13
three wordless novels by a master told in 206 expressionistic woodcuts
the sun a struggle with destiny the idea a concept s triumph over
suppression and story without words a poignant romance

比類なきジーヴス 2005-02
ぐうたらでダメ男の若旦那バーティーと とんち男の召使いジーヴス 世界的に有名なこの名コンビと オマヌケなビンゴやお節介屋のアガ
サ伯母さんたちが繰り広げる抱腹絶倒の人間喜劇
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